
Gerda missed Kay. She went to look for him.  
She met a girl and they became friends.  
The girl told Gerda that Kay was in Lapland.  
The girl and her reindeer wanted to help Gerda  
to find Kay. They set off to look for him.

A mean sprite made a magical mirror.  
The mirror made all things look horrible. 

A cheeky sprite smashed the mirror.  
The broken shards landed everywhere.

Kay saw a sleigh. He wanted to go for a ride.  
The sleigh was owned by the evil Snow Queen. 

She gave Kay two magical kisses. The first kiss stopped  
him from feeling cold. The next kiss made him forget  
about Gerda. The evil Snow Queen took Kay to her palace.

Gerda found Kay at the palace. He was almost 
frozen! He did not remember Gerda so she began  
to cry. Her tears melted the mirror in Kay’s eye.  
The spell was broken and the friends went home.

Kay and Gerda were best friends.  
They played together like brother and sister. 

Kay got a piece of the magical mirror in his eye. 
The mirror made him angry and mean.  
He was unkind to Gerda and he made her feel sad.

The Snow Queen
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Questions
1. Who made the magical mirror? Tick one. 

   a sprite
   a girl
   The Snow Queen

2. Number the events from 1-3 to show the order that they happened in.

   The Snow Queen takes Kay to her palace.
   Gerda’s tears melt the mirror.
   Kay gets a piece of the mirror in his eye.

3. How did The Snow Queen stop Kay from feeling cold? Tick one. 

   She gave him a sweet.
   She told him a story.
   She gave him a kiss.

4. Find and copy one word which shows that the sprite was cruel. 

 

5. Who smashed the mirror? 

 

The Snow Queen
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Answers
1. Who made the magical mirror? Tick one. 

   a sprite
   a girl
   The Snow Queen

2. Number the events from 1-3 to show the order that they happened in.

2    The Snow Queen takes Kay to her palace.
3    Gerda’s tears melt the mirror.
1    Kay gets a piece of the mirror in his eye.

3. How did The Snow Queen stop Kay from feeling cold? Tick one. 

   She gave him a sweet.
   She told him a story.
   She gave him a kiss.

4. Find and copy one word which shows that the sprite was cruel. 

mean

5. Who smashed the mirror? 

A cheeky sprite smashed the mirror.

The Snow Queen
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